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       Avaza –the pride of Turkmenistan.
   Avaza the main and  only resort of 
Turkmenistan, an oasis on the shore of the 
Caspian Sea, the local Dubai, the Maldives 
and Antalya. The national tourist zone 
Avaza is a resort in the east of Caspian Sea, 
anational  tourist  zone  of Turkmenistan , 
located twelve kilometres  from  the  city  of 
Turkmenbashi. It is part of the Avaza district 
of the Turkmenbashi city of the Balkan 
region.



                  
 For someone who has never heard of Avaza, first you need to equip yourself with a 

geographic map and find the Caspian Sea on it. The largest settlement of the Turkmen coast is the city of 
Turkmenbashi located in a convenient bay, has a ramified transport infrastructure and is rightfully called 

the sea gate of Turkmenistan. And very close to the city - just to the north, on the open sea coastline 

there is a place Avaza, which was at all times a favorite place of rest for the Turkmen people.

National Tourist Zone Avaza



�         Located near the international crossroads of sea, air, land and railways Avaza will be 
ready to take all travelers for a full and comfortable rest. Besides, the resort zone can become 
not only an attractive corner for tourists, but also a peculiar headquarters of the representative 
offices of many foreign companies participating in the integrated development of the eastern 
coast of the Caspian Sea.

       The place is truly blessed - almost thirty kilometers of clean sandy beaches, gen rous sun, 
curative air and warm sea. Modern linguists give a variant of the semantic meaning of the 
toponym Avaza, as "the edge of singing waves". And everything in this region from the point of   
view of natural grace and ecological purity, as if it was created for health tourism, but without 
the modern resort infrastructure Avaza remained a little rest area. 



National tourist zone “Avaza” - project unprecedented in its scale, breadth and boldness of 
design implemented on the Caspian coast, combines several important aspects of 
economic strategy of Turkmenistan.



The huge resort zone "Avaza" is a modern tourist paradise with a lot of white 
marble hotels, high-class hotels and recreation centers, complexes of 
cottages for families, boarding houses, sanatoriums and health resorts for 
children and adults. The territory of the sea resort is saturated with various 
objects of a rich infrastructure



FIRST WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ON THE SAD HAZARA COAST
    The Avaza national tourism zone hosted the first launches in the framework of the third 
stage of the World Cup in windsurfing - competitions organized by the Professional 
Windsurfing Association. The stage with which our country entered for the first time in the 
calendar of international sailing tournaments is held on the basis of the yelken club "Yelken", 
where about 80 athletes from 22 countries arrived, dozens of journalists covering the World 
Cup, referees, coaches, fans and t .
  





 

    "We create all opportunities for children to come to the fertile Turkmen land, have a dignified rest in 
modern children's health centers, make new friends and happily spend time," said our President 
Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov, stating that holding the National Tourist Zone " Avaza "School cultural 
and sports festival, presented by the teams of the countries participating in the Commonwealth of 
Independent States in such sports as football, beach volleyball, table tennis, basketball, chess, the 
bottom shows the willingness of Turkmenistan to work more closely and coordinated interaction with 
the international community in this direction.



Fountain complex in Avaza, Turkmenistan (dimensions of 
the fountain bowl 70x38 m, maximum jet height up to 15 m)



The V international festival of gifted children "Avaza – the land of friendship" was 
opened in the national tourist zone "Avaza".



      In the summer of 2010 two new resorts for children and adults - "Dayanch" 
and "Arzuv", built by order of the national center of trade unions of 
Turkmenistan and Turkmenbashi complex of oil refineries were opened.



   Vacation on the Caspian sea has left a mixed impression. On the one hand, the 
conditions are good, prices too, and on the other – did not leave a feeling of some 
stiffness, stiffness. There was no ease that you feel at other resorts, where you relax 
both body and soul.



THANKS FOR ATTENTION… 


